Leisure Suit Larry: Wet Dreams Don’t Dry
He is back!

Larry Laffer wakes up after a hard night and finds out that he’s not in 1987 anymore!

Everyone keeps staring at glowing devices in their hands. And there still aren’t any sex robots in the future! All of a sudden Larry becomes involved in the machinations of the digital giant Prune, Inc. and its charismatic CEO Bill Jobs. He falls hopelessly in love with Faith, Jobs’ assistant. She jokingly tells Larry that she will go out with
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him if he scores 90 points on the „Timber„ dating app based on the ratings of other users – an astronomical value that Larry can only achieve through a large number of successful dates. That doesn’t stop Larry Laffer! Quite the contrary. He’s thrilled to know that he now has to go out with other in order to win a date with his dream woman.

And so Larry throws himself wholeheartedly into the New Lost Wages nightlife. This world is alien to him, but he is confident that his tried and tested charm will magically attract women just the way it always has.

Larry’s future has only just begun!
**PiPhone**

**Home:** You can use this app to save, load and adjust game settings.

**Inventar:** The inventory gives you access to all the items Larry collects during his adventure.

**Unter:** This app calls an Unter which then takes Larry to various places in New Lost Wages.

**Timber:** Like, match and date people from New Lost Wages to raise Larry’s Timber score. This app is Larry’s most important tool for dating in the 21st century. Can you crack the 90 point mark?

**Instacrap:** Here you can have a look at any Instacrap Stories that have already been unlocked.

**Prune Pal:** This app allows Larry to pay cashless in certain shops. Unfortunately, the new payment system hasn’t spread far yet.

---

**Combine objects:**

![Combining objects](image)

**Give objects to other characters:**

![Giving objects](image)

**Use items with objects in the game world:**

![Using items](image)
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